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The generation of nonclassical photon pairs with a long
coherence time is key for applications that range from
fundamental to quantum communication and metrol-
ogy. Spontaneous four-wave mixing with electromag-
netically induced transparency has been demonstrated
as one of the most efficient methods; however, narrow-
ing the bandwidth and producing photon pairs with a
temporal length beyond 1 μs remains a technical chal-
lenge due to noise considerations and the need for cold
atoms with a high optical depth (OD). In this work, we
demonstrate the generation of narrowband photon pairs
with a controllable coherence time up to 1.72 μs in a
laser-cooled atomic ensemble with an OD as high as
130. At such a high OD, we find that the pump laser
field spatial profile has a significant effect on the
time–frequency entangled two-photon waveform. We
also confirm the quantum particle nature of heralded
narrowband single photons generated from this
source. © 2014 Optical Society of America

OCIS codes: (270.0270) Quantum optics; (190.4380) Nonlinear optics,

four-wave mixing.
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Nonclassical photon pairs are standard tools to probe and ex-
ploit the quantum realm beyond the classical limits. For a
quantum network whose atomic matter nodes are linked by
flying single photons, its quantum connectivity and scalability
strongly depend on the interaction between atoms and pho-
tons [1,2]. An efficient photon–atom quantum interface re-
quires that the photons have a bandwidth sufficiently
narrower than the natural linewidth of related atomic transi-
tions. Among many efforts to produce narrowband photon
pairs [3–9], spontaneous four-wave mixing (SFWM) using

electromagnetically induced transparency (EIT) [10] in cold
atoms has been demonstrated as one of the most efficient
methods [11,12]. Using laser-cooled atoms with an optical
depth (OD) of 53 and working at the EIT group delay regime,
Du et al. at Stanford University generated time–frequency en-
tangled photon pairs with a temporal length of about 0.9 μs,
corresponding to a bandwidth of about 0.75 MHz [13]. These
narrowband biphotons are ideal for producing heralded single
photons with arbitrary waveforms using electro-optical modu-
lation [14]. Their capability to interact with atoms resonantly
has been applied to observing single-photon optical precursors
[15], efficiently storing a single photon in an atomic quantum
memory [16], and coherently controlling single-photon ab-
sorption and re-emission [17]. Besides the fundamental inter-
est of the time–space nonlocality of their extended wave
packets [18], narrowband single photons with a long coher-
ence time also have applications in quantum metrology [19]
and quantum state teleportation [20] based on single-photon
or multiphoton interference. The recently demonstrated
highly efficient EIT optical memory [21] for quantum state
operation requires single photons with microsecond coherence
time. However, further narrowing the biphoton bandwidth
and having a temporal length longer than 1 μs remains a tech-
nical challenge, because a longer single-photon time window
significantly increases the probability of receiving accidental
noise counts and thus reduces its immunity to a noisy envi-
ronment. Meanwhile, producing photon pairs with a longer
temporal length requires cold atoms with a much higher OD.

In this Letter, we report the generation of narrowband pho-
ton pairs with a coherence time up to 1.72 μs, using 85Rb cold
atoms in our recently developed dark-line two-dimensional
(2D) magneto-optical trap (MOT) [22] with an OD as high
as 130. We find that at such a high OD the pump laser spatial
profile has a significant effect on the biphoton waveform. The
estimated bandwidth of about 0.43 MHz is the narrowest bi-
photon bandwidth reported to date to the best of our knowl-
edge. We also demonstrate that this source can be used to
produce narrowband heralded single photons with high purity.

The experiment setup and relevant 85Rb atomic energy
level diagram are illustrated in Fig. 1. The 2D MOT has a
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longitudinal length L � 1.5 cm and a temperature of 100 μK.
The experiment is run periodically with 4.5 ms MOT time
followed by 0.5 ms biphoton generation time in each cycle.
At end of the MOT time, the trapping and repumping lasers
(not shown in Fig. 1) are switched off and all the atoms are
optically pumped to the ground level j1i. During the biphoton
generation time, phase-matched Stokes (ωs) and anti-Stokes
(ωas) paired photons are produced in opposing directions along
the MOT longitudinal z axis in the presence of the counter-
propagating coupling (ωc) and pumping (ωp) laser beams,
which are aligned at an angle of 2.8° with respect to the longi-
tudinal z axis. The pump laser (780 nm), σ− circularly polar-
ized, is blue detuned by 60 MHz from the transition
j1i → j4i. The coupling laser (795 nm), σ� circularly polar-
ized, is on resonance to the transition j2i → j3i. Both pump
and couping beams are collimated with the same 1∕e2 diam-
eter of 1.40 mm. The spontaneously generated Stokes and
anti-Stokes photons have σ− and σ� polarizations, respec-
tively. After passing through the polarization filters [composed
of a λ∕4 waveplate and polarization beam splitter (PBS)], the
paired photons are coupled into two opposing single-mode fi-
bers (SMFs), followed by Fabry–Perot etalon filters (500 MHz
bandwidth), and detected by two single-photon counting
modules (SPCMs and SPCMas, Excelitas/PerkinElmer SPCM-
AQRH-16-FC). The fiber–fiber coupling efficiency, etalon
filter transmission, and SPCM detection efficiency are 70%,
65%, and 50%, respectively. The coincidence counts are re-
corded by a time-to-digit converter (Fast Comtec P7888) with
a bin width of 2 ns. The MOT magnetic field remains on all
the time.

The dark-line 2D MOT configuration allows us to obtain
cold atoms with OD > 100 on the anti-Stokes transition.
At such a high OD, we find that the pump laser intensity dis-
tribution along the longitudinal z axis of the photon pair gen-
eration has a significant effect on the two-photon waveform.
Because of the 2.8° angle between the pump beam propagation
direction and the photon pair longitudinal z axis, the pump
beam transverse Gaussian profile is projected to the z axis.
Following the perturbation treatment [23], and taking into ac-
count the pump field profile, we have the Stokes–anti-Stokes
two-photon state

jΨi �
Z

dωκ�ω�F�Δk�â†as�ωas0 �ω�â†s �ωs0 −ω�j00i; (1)

where κ�ω� is the nonlinear parametric coupling coefficient
and F�Δk� is the Fourier transform of the pump field profile
f �z� � 1∕�2π� R dkF �k�eikz along the z axis. ωs0 and ωas0 are
the central frequencies of Stokes and anti-Stokes photons, re-

spectively. Δk�ω� � �⃗kas � k⃗s − k⃗c − k⃗p� · ẑ is the complex
phase mismatching of the four waves inside the atomic
medium. j00i represents the vacuum state in the Stokes
and anti-Stokes modes. As seen from Eq. (1), the frequencies
of the Stokes and anti-Stokes photons are entangled due to
the energy conservation. The corresponding two-photon
wave packet can be described as e−iωs0t s e−iωas0tasψ�τ�, with
τ � tas − t s. The relative wave amplitude is

ψ�τ� � 1

2π

Z
dωκ�ω�F�Δk�ei�kas�ks�L∕2e−iωτ; (2)

which displays the entanglement in the time domain. We work
in the group delay regime, where the anti-Stokes photons travel
with a slow group velocity V g and the Stokes photons travel
nearly at the speed of light in vacuum. In this regime, the spa-
tial phase propagation in Eq. (2) can approximated as

�kas � ks�L∕2 ≃ ϕ0 � ωτg∕2; (3)

where ϕ0 is a constant phase factor. The EIT group delay,
τg � L∕V g � �2γ13∕jΩcj2�OD, can be controlled by chang-
ing the coupling Rabi frequency Ωc and OD [23], where
γ13 � 2π × 3 MHz is the electric dipole relaxation rate be-
tween j1i and j3i. The two-photon spectrum is mainly deter-
mined by the phase-matching longitudinal function F �Δk�ω��.
The full width at half-maximum (FWHM) bandwidth of the
photons can be estimated as Δω � 2π × 0.88∕τg . Under these
conditions, κ�ω� ≃ κ0 varies slowly in frequency, and we can
reduce Eq. (2) to

ψ�τ� ≃ κ0V gf �L∕2 − V gτ�eiϕ0 : (4)

It is clear that the pump field spatial variation is mapped onto
the two-photon quantum temporal waveform, with its origin
delayed by L∕�2V g� � τg∕2. The two-photon temporal cor-
relation time is determined by the group delay τg of the slow
anti-Stokes photon.

Fig. 1. (a) Schematic of the experiment setup for producing narrowband photon pairs and (b) the relevant 85Rb atomic energy level diagram for
spontaneous four-wave mixing. The 85Rb energy levels are chosen as j1i � j5S1∕2; F � 2i, j2i � j5S1∕2; F � 3i, j3i � j5P1∕2; F � 3i, and
j4i � j5P3∕2; F � 3i.
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The Glauber correlation function can be obtained as
G�2��τ� � jψ�τ�j2. With a joint detection efficiency (includ-
ing all loss and detection quantum efficiency) η, time bin
width Δtbin, collection time T , and duty cycle ζ, the two-
photon coincidence counts can be calculated from
ηζG�2��τ�ΔtbinT .

Figure 2 shows our experimental results at OD � 130 and
the coupling Rabi frequency Ωc � 2π × 11.34 MHz, which is
determined from the measured coupling laser power and beam
size. The EIT spectrum in Fig. 2(a) shows that the on-
resonance transmission exceeds 0.8. The finite EIT loss is
caused by the ground-state dephasing rate between j1i and j2i,
which is γ12 � 2π × 30 kHz in our setup. The two-photon
coincidence counts collected over T � 2000 s are shown in
Fig. 2(b). The solid theoretical curve calculated from Eq. (2)
agrees well with the experimental data. There are two features
of the two-photon correlation function. The fast oscillating
spike at the leading edge is the biphoton optical precursor,
which travels at the speed of light in vacuum [15,24]. The fol-
lowing slowly varying long waveform is generated from the
narrow EIT window and has a 1∕e correlation time of 854 ns.
The Gaussian shape reveals the pump laser intensity profile, as
we expected from Eq. (4). As we reduce the OD below 60, the
Gaussian shape is not apparent; this may be the reason why
this effect has not been observed experimentally or discussed
theoretically before.

To characterize the nonclassical property of the photon pair
source, we confirm its violation of the Cauchy–Schwartz

inequality [25]. Normalizing the coincidence counts to the ac-
cidental background floor in Fig. 2(b), we get the normalized
cross-correlation function g �2�s;as�τ�, which has a peak value of
60. With the autocorrelations g �2�s;s �0� � g �2�as;as�0� � 2, we
obtain the violation of the Cauchy–Schwartz inequality
�g �2�s;as�τ��2∕�g �2�s;s �0�g �2�as;as�0�� ≤ 1 by a factor of 900.

Another measure of the quantum nature of the photon pairs
is the conditional autocorrelation function of the heralded sin-
gle anti-Stokes photons trigged by detection of their paired
Stokes photons. We pass the anti-Stokes photons through a
fiber-coupled beam splitter whose outputs are connected to
two SPCMs (SPCM1 and SPCM2). The conditional autocor-
relation is obtained from g�2�c � �N sN s12∕N s1N s2�, where N s
is the Stokes counts, N s1 and N s2 are the twofold coincidence
counts, and N s12 is the threefold coincidence counts [26]. The
measured conditional autocorrelation function g �2�c of the her-
alded anti-Stokes photons as a function of coincidence window
width is displayed in Fig. 2(c). The coherent state, two-photon
Fock state, and single-photon state give g�2�c � 1, 0.5, and 0,
respectively. Our measured g �2�c is far below the threshold value
of 0.5.

We then reduce the coupling laser power to narrow the EIT
window. Figure 3 shows the result at Ωc � 2π × 7.77 MHz.
From the EIT spectrum in Fig. 3(a), the on-resonance
transmission drops down to 0.3. In Fig. 3(b), the two-photon
waveform has a longer temporal duration of 1720 ns. The nor-
malized cross-correlation function has a maximum value of 47,

(a)

(b)
(c)

Fig. 2. (a) Anti-Stokes EIT transmission spectrum, (b) two-photon
coincidence counts with 2 ns bin width collected over 2000 s as a func-
tion of relative time delay. Operating parameters are OD � 130,
Ωc � 2π × 11.34 MHz, and Ωp � 2π × 0.60 MHz. (c) The measured
conditional autocorrelation g�2�c of heralded anti-Stokes photons as a
function of coincidence window width Δt.

(a)

(b)
(c)

Fig. 3. (a) Anti-Stokes EIT transmission spectrum, (b) two-photon
coincidence counts with 2 ns bin width collected over 2000 s as a func-
tion of relative time delay. Operating parameters are OD � 130,
Ωc � 2π × 7.77 MHz, and Ωp � 2π × 0.60 MHz. (c) The measured
conditional autocorrelation g �2�c of heralded anti-Stokes photons as a
function of coincidence window width Δt.
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which violates the Cauchy–Schwartz inequality by a factor of
552. The conditional autocorrelation g �2�c as a function of
coincidence time window width is shown in Fig. 3(c), which
confirms the quantum nature of the heralded single anti-Stokes
photons.

In both cases, the pump laser has a power of 1.25 μW. Tak-
ing into account the SMF fiber–fiber coupling efficiency, filter
transmission, SPCM detecting efficiency, and duty cycle, we
estimate biphoton generation rates from cold atoms to be
3200 pairs∕s and 2000 pairs∕s for the conditions of Fig. 2 and
Fig. 3, respectively. Higher photon pair generation rates can be
achieved by increasing the pump laser power, but the uncor-
related accidental counts increase quadratically. Because our
theory agrees well with experiment in the entire parameter
space (see Figs. 2 and 3 for examples), we calculate the FWHM
bandwidth of the generated photons from the power spectrum
jκ�ω�F �Δk�ei�kas�ks�L∕2j2. we obtain bandwidths of 0.92 and
0.43 MHz for the cases in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3, respectively.

We further reduce the coupling laser power and find no
significant increase in the temporal correlation time, while the
EIT transmission and biphoton counts drop. As the EIT loss is
significant, the coherence time approaches τg∕β, where β > 1
is the absorption depth (the EIT transmission is characterized
as e−β) [23]. The ultimate correlation time is limited by the
ground-state coherence time, i.e., 1∕�2γ12� ≈ 2.65 μs, which
is consistent with our experimental observation.

To verify the control effect of the pump field profile on the
biphoton waveform, we shift the pump-coupling beams
toward the anti-Stokes photon side so that the pump laser in-
tensity profile on the atomic medium is not symmetric along
the z axis. The measured two-photon correlations at different

coupling powers are displayed in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b). Consis-
tent with our prediction from Eq. (4), the peak of the Gaussian
profile on the main waveform moves toward the side of the
shorter time delay. The solid theoretical curves agree well with
the experimental data.

In summary, we produced photon pairs with a controllable
temporal length up to 1.72 μs, which corresponds to a band-
width of 0.43 MHz. This is achieved by making use of EIT-
assisted SFWM in cold atoms at a high OD of 130. We also
demonstrated the efficient generation of narrowband heralded
single photons with an autocorrelation value below 0.2 in a
2 μs coincidence window. We found that at such a high
OD the pump laser field profile has a significant effect on
the biphoton waveform. This technique can be used to engi-
neer the biphoton waveform by manipulating the spatial pro-
file of the pump beam. Our narrowband photon pairs with
such a long coherence time can have immediate improvement
for single-photon based differential-phase-shift quantum key
distribution [27].
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